MASTER IN INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT / XXI EDITION (OCTOBER 2019/OCTOBER 2020)

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED BY ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI S.p.A. DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF DIEGO GARCIA SASTRE

MIB Trieste School of Management is honored to announce a competition for one Scholarship, offered by Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. dedicated to the memory of Diego Garcia Sastre, participant of the 1st edition of Generali-MIB Master in Insurance Management, who has prematurely passed away.

The Scholarship covers 100% of the tuition fees for the XXI edition of the Master in Insurance and Risk Management (October 2019/October 2020). In case of course abandonment or exclusion for any reason, no amount of the scholarship will be paid or reimbursed.

MIB Trieste School of Management was founded as a non-profit organization in Trieste in 1988 through the joint efforts of high profile companies and the world of academia. The School organizes masters and postgraduate programs with a strong international focus and does research in the main areas of International Management.

The Master in Insurance & Risk Management is accredited at the national level by ASFOR and at the European level by EPAS-EFMD and its target are future professionals, aspiring to develop their careers in Insurance, Finance, Risk Management and Consultancy at a global level. The masters program is fulltime and entirely taught in English. It aims at developing the participants’ managerial competencies and provides them with technical tools and working instruments immediately applicable on-the-job.

The candidates should meet the following requirements:

- Citizens of member countries of the European Union;
- Academic degree in Economics or in a quantitative subject (e.g.: Economics, Finance, Business Administration, Actuarial and Statistical Sciences, Mathematics, Engineering);
- Good working knowledge of English and of another foreign language in addition to their mother tongue;
- Less than 28 years old as of 31st December 2019.

Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. in collaboration with MIB Trieste School of Management will grant the Scholarship to the best candidate based on educational qualifications, professional skills and on the outcome of the selection process (written tests and motivational interview).

To apply for the Scholarship, applicants must complete the on-line application form at www.mib.edu/mirm, listing the "Diego Garcia Sastre Scholarship" in the Scholarship field. A detailed CV and a motivational letter must be attached to the application form.

In the case of a first positive evaluation, applicants will receive a formal communication by the School and will be asked to send the following documents:

- Degree certificate and transcript;
- Two letters of recommendation (letters can be both professional or academic);
- Copy of passport or ID;
- If available, a certificate demonstrating adequate knowledge of English such as TOEFL/IELTS/PTE, alternatively School’s tests will be taken;
- If available, a deductive reasoning test score such as GMAT, alternatively School’s tests will be taken.

The application online must be submitted by 1st August 2019.

For further information:
Ms. Barbara Sepic
Head of Admissions, MIB Trieste School of Management
e-mail: sepic@mib.edu or T: +39 040 9188166